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Logistics

G

Customer Services Centre (CSC)
established at GO

O has established itself as a leader in
the oil marketing industry through a
round the clock operative CSC (Customer
Services Centre) equipped with a Satellite
Tracking Base Station, specialized software with tailor-made features and a dedicated toll free number (0800-46464).
The company is proud to have highly
Chairman
qualified, motivated and efficient people
Mr. Khalid Riaz
who serve as round the clock contact persons for both internal and external customers. They monitor the GO fleet on a real-time basis through
Google Earth and observe and control the speed of vehicles.
Safe operations are achieved on a 100% basis by additionally
monitoring night driving violations.
The monitoring team also observes Route and Stoppage
violations to ensure on-time deliveries to customers with guaranteed product quality and quantity. In this respect, special

attention is given to auto-generated customer SMS alerts to ensure punctual product arrival time with a view to enhancing
customer awareness and satisfaction.
The team maintains a database in GO
software for all primary transportation trips.
These cater to OGRA requirements in letter
and spirit. For this purpose, Geofencing
GM Operations,
and landmarking is undertaken on Google
Logistics & HSSE
Earth of all GO depots and outlets.
Mr. Ali Akber
Khaleel
In a message on establishment of the
company’s CSC, the Chairman of GO, Mr.
Khalid Riaz, said: “Customer trust is the key to our business
growth. Through real-time monitoring and managing the fleet,
we will definitely ensure enhanced safety of our operations.
The establishment of CSC will not only be facilitating internal
and external customer needs but will also provide the basis
Continued on page 4
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Lubricants

Portfolio Expanded
G

O has imported and increased its product range to provide customers with a diversified
portfolio of lubricants. The current consignment of lubricants includes industrial lubricants,
notably hydraulic oils. These are supreme performance anti-wear oils engineered for wide
temperature application.
With the introduction of these Industrial grades, GO will become a major player in the industrial
sector in addition to catering to the automotive sector.

Promotional Support

In order to promote Mirr Lubricants in the market and to create awareness in the minds
of consumers about the Mirr brand, the following BTL activities have been conducted
nationwide:
•
Production and distribution of lube trolleys across Pakistan
•
Shop Boards installed at distribution and retail outlets
•
Shamiana Meetings held in Lahore and Karachi
•
Giveaways

New Appointments
Fahd Amin appointed Sr. Manager –
Finance, Accounts & Systems
Mr. Fahd Amin has been appointed as
Sr. Manager – Finance, Accounts & Systems. He is
a Chartered Accountant and Associate Member of
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan
and has over 7 years of experience and expertise in

Lt. Col. (R) Muhammad Anwar Khurshid
Senior Manager – Administration &
Security
Lt. Col. (R) Muhammad Anwar Khurshid has been

Promotion

Mr. Irfan Zikria, Officer - Sales has been promoted as
Executive, Sales (Islamabad) w.e.f. July 1, 2016.

CSR

Filtration Plant
in Burewala

A Filtration plant has been installed at Government
School for Boys, Burewala to cater to the needs of
the surrounding areas and the school children as
availability of pure and clean water is a big problem
in Burewala and will help a lot of people.
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accounting, financial reporting, auditing, enterprise
resource planning systems, corporate law and
taxation. He has been assigned the responsibility
to look after Financial Reporting and compliance
needs of the company and additionally re-engineer
the systems and processes so as to achieve
efficiency and effectiveness of internal control
systems.
appointed as Senior Manager – Administration &
Security. He has vast experience of having served
for 14 years in intelligence, 7 years in Military
Police and 3.5 years at K-Electric as Head of
Billing.

Re-designation

Mr. Saeed Khan has been re-designated as Manager – Quality
Assurance w.e.f. July 1, 2016.

Operations

Daulatpur Depot almost ready
C

onstruction activities at Daulatpur Depot site are in full
swing and are expected to be completed towards the
end of September. This is despite the fact that the conditions
on ground were very tough all through as the summer season
was harsh with ambient temperatures soaring beyond 50 deg
C. The situation became even tougher during the holy month
of Ramadhan when the construction workers had to fast in the
day and also keep working to meet the completion deadline.
the commissioning of Daulatpur Depot would take place after
completion of construction. It would be a major milestone in

G
sales & Marketing

GO is
Spreading

expanding GO business beyond the province of Punjab.
Daulatpur Depot would be capabale of storing 2360 MT Hi
Speed Diesel (HSD) in 2 vertical above ground storage tanks
and 1600 MT Premier Motor Goasoline (PMG) in 4 horizontal mounted tanks. The facility is capable of simultaneously
loading and unloading both products. The Depot site is very
conveniently connected to the National Highway for which a
paved driveway is being constructed with an adequate slope
to cater for difference in the level between the highway and
the depot.

O has commissioned 181 sites in Punjab and the target is to commission 300
sites countrywide by June 2017. The recently
commissioned sites are located in the major
cities of Punjab such as Rawalpindi, Chakwal,
Sialkot, Sheikhupura, Faisalabad, Samundri,
Jhang and Bahawalnagar.
The GO retail maintenance-cum-cleaning
program has been unfolded with modern
cleaning apparatus and skilled manpower.

Besides quality refined products, GO customers also have best quality lubricants from a
German company – German Mirror Lubricants
and Greases.
GO state-of-the-art Quality Inspection Mobile Unit is successfully ensuring the quality
of products available to customers from the
forecourt of GO outlets. The second QIMU is
under fabrication and will be on the road by
end October, 2016.
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GO Offices

Pakistan Independence
Day Celebrated

GO Offices decorated on 14th August, 2016

Corporate Thoughts
“Chase the vision, not the money, the money will end up following you.”
—Tony Hsieh
“There’s nothing wrong with staying small. You can do big things with a small team.”
—Jason Fried
“Nothing works better than just improving your product.”
—Joel Spolsky
“It’s not that we need new ideas, but we need to stop having old ideas.”
—Edwin Land
“Get big quietly, so you don’t tip off potential competitors.”
—Chris Dixon
“Entrepreneur is someone who has a vision for something and a want to create.”
—David Karp
“Best startups generally come from somebody needing to scratch an itch.”
—Michael Arrington
“Turn a perceived risk into an asset.”
—Aaron Patzer
“The secret to successful hiring is this: look for the people who want to change the world.”
—Marc Benioff
“See things in the present, even if they are in the future.”
—Larry Ellison
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for future time-based logistics operations.”
On this occasion, the GM Operations & Logistics, Mr Ali Akbar Khaleel
said: “Safety and reliability is of prime
importance for all OMC operations
and GO pays special attention to this
aspect. Through real-time monitoring
and managing of our fleet, we will definitely ensure enhanced safety of our
operations. The setting up of a Customer Services Centre (CSC) will facilitate internal and external customer
needs and will also provide the basis
for future time-based logistics operation of transportation trips. These
cater to OGRA requirements in letter
and spirit. For this purpose, Geofencing and landmarking is undertaken on
Google Earth of all GO depots and
outlets.”
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